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BERLIN, June 17 (Xinhua) -- Order backlog in Germany's manufacturing industry in April increased for the eleventh consecutive month and reached the
highest level since the introduction ... than sales, ...
Order backlog of German manufacturers in April hits record level
From 10,000 yens (€75.29, $91.28) for 1 kilogram of beans around five years ago, prices have since settled back around the 5,000 yens (€37.65) per
kilogram level at which Japanese consumers ...
Japan's enduring love affair with Jamaican Blue Mountain Coffee
The German carmaker was the biggest loser at the start of trading on Tuesday. Germany's inflation rate, measured as the year-on-year change in the
consumer price index, stood at plus 2.5 percent in ...
German stocks record small gains on Tuesday
The East German identity has been inherited by a new ... Left behind, apart from the older generations, are "young men with a lower level of education,"
said Völkl. "And they've internalized ...
Why young eastern German voters support the far-right AfD
This product is currently a pre-purchase. Find out more This game is currently in Early Access. Find out more Ok, Scout, it's time to show us what
you’re made of. Prove to yourself that you can ...
Open Country
Valor & Victory is a fast-playing, easy to learn World War II squad-level game system. Based on the original Valor & Victory board game, the digital
edition provides you with an accessible and ...
Valor & Victory
BERLIN, May 26 (Reuters) - The coronavirus infection rate in Germany has fallen below 50 per 100,000 people for the first time since October, data
showed on Wednesday, and the health minister said ...
UPDATE 1-German coronavirus rate hits lowest level since October
Once the campaign dust has settled on every German election, either at a state or national level, the political parties, who have spent the previous
months pulling apart each other's policies and ...
German election: A guide to possible coalitions for Berlin's new government
Valeria Bednarik and Yohay Elam explain the surprise, discuss technical level, the next moves in FX and beyond. Note: All information on this page is
subject to change. The use of this website ...
Germany's Altmaier: German economy to grow clearly more than 4% in 2022
EUR/USD gives some signs of life around 1.1900. The pair rebounds from the earlier drop to the 1.1885 level. German Producer Prices rose 1.5% MoM, 7.2%
YoY in May. The single currency remains ...
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EUR/USD clings to gains just above 1.1900
A painting by Anton von Werner depicts the proclamation of Wilhelm I as German Emperor in the Palace of Versailles. Berlin - On 18 January, 1871 the
King of Prussia, Wilhelm I, was proclaimed ...
Blood and Iron - a new look at Germany's Second Empire
A wreath at an August 2018 demonstration in Berlin demanding official recognition of German crimes in its South-West Africa colony, today Namibia.
Berlin - Historians consider the massacres of the ...
Germany recognises crimes in Namibia as genocide
This image may only be used in connection with the press release "German researchers involved in seawater desalination project in the Persian Gulf",
issued by Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz ...
port of Sirat (image)
In the first weeks of May, Landgard growers began harvesting the first German open field lettuces ... This enabled us to achieve a high price level,
especially for the first batches, and to ...
High demand for German open field lettuces
Reductions in prices led to friendly demand in some places, but prices often remained at their previous level. In the case ... a result of excessive
inflows. German lamb's lettuce only increased ...
'Lettuce came in from Germany and Belgium'
In a wide-ranging interview, the Frenchwoman spoke about the outlook for the pandemic emergency purchase program, the bank’s strategy review, its
relationship with national courts and the future of ...
Christine Lagarde: ‘Not to brag about it, but we sure delivered’
The trio from the Diocese of Essen formally requested a ruling from the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, reported CNA Deutsch, CNA’s Germanlanguage ... at the level of the universal ...
Catholics Submit ‘Dubium’ to Vatican Asking if Church in Germany is in Schism
However, Johnson is already facing a backlash from members of his own party who are demanding to know what level of vaccination in the general
population will be considered safe. A parliamentary clash ...
Boris Johnson announces four-week delay to full exit from lockdown in England
DON'T MISS THE MILKEN INSTITUTE FUTURE OF HEALTH SUMMIT: POLITICO will feature a special edition of our Future ... below January 2020’s pre-pandemic
level. In The Washington Post, Christopher ...
Democrats at a crossroads over Biden’s spending package
President Biden, who is in Europe for several high level meetings, had taken the morning of June 15 off to meet Pope Francis as President of the United
States for the first time. The President's ...
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